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0. OUR ORGANIZATION 

 

                Action for the Development in our Medium “ADM” is a nonprofit association of 

rights Congolese approved by the Justice Provincial Division and the Minister of Justice of 

the South Kivu, under the N°01/479/CAB/GP-SKV/2011.  

ADM non-profit was created under the impulse of youth anxious to carry help to the 

communities victims of multiple violence in goal to help them for their reintegration and for 

supporting their actions of fight against the consequences of the wars and repetition conflicts 

in the East of the DR Congo (like: Poverty, sexual Violence, VBG...) With through the socio-

economic initiatives which promote the women's rights in rural and urban medium, the 

dynamics organizational, the promotion of the education of the young girl, the primary health 

care and the citizen participation.  

 

I. PROBLEM  
 

               In the context of current socio-economic crisis Congolese woman became the 

principal provider of the subsistence of many families. Many households in general live only 

with women activities in particular. In spite of her role now undeniable in the survival of the 

majority of the population. Woman is confronted to many problems of access to education 

and in control of the resources and the production factors. The estimated proportion of women 

reached economic opportunities is 1% against 22% for the men. The women represent only 2 

% in the mines, 3 % in industry, 3 % in the services, 8 % in the entrepreneurial.  They are 

mainly concentrated in agriculture (70 % in traditional agriculture and the abstract sector 60 

%).  

A woman doesn’t have the same chances as the men to reach the financial resources and the 

credit because of the guarantees generally required.  The high costs of the transactions, the 

rules of refunding and the practice of corruption discourage these women. 

The tradition and the habits in the city of Bukavu are very deep-rooted at the point to 

constitute a barrier to the promotion of the gender.  For the population the gender strategy can 

lead to the awakening of conscience of the woman who remains still under represented in the 

institutions of and management decision-making of the City.   

In order to meet this need and to give the girl, woman of tomorrow, the chance for a prospect 

for a better future and consideration within its company, it is pressing to reinforce its 

capacities on a certain number of formations which can open it at new horizons with an aim 

of ensuring a better future to him.  

  

PS: There is not only one place where is in the search of a new candidate for an unspecified 

employment without requirement of the knowledge of the computer, which remained the only 

tool without competition in the labor market.    

In DR Congo and more particularly in the South-Kivu a portion of the population considered 

as easier remains only the recipient of the advantages of the education system to the detriment 

of the middle class.  The level of schooling of the children resulting from the poor families 

being very weak.  The girl remains the victim on the first level, the bitter report remains the 

hypothetical future without hope of this insufficiently educated girl, and who remains the 

undeniable victim of the failure of an adequate education. This remains a blocking for new 

opportunities by the fact that it did not cross the higher studies which would get knowledge to 

him sufficient which would contribute positively in its search for employment and autonomies 

itself and its integration within the authorities of taking decisions within its community.  

This girl will not thus have any more a chance to have a decent work to ensure her future and 

to cross the authorities of decision-making which requires many capacities.   
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For this reason we reflected in a socio-economic context, on the future of the girl victim of an 

insufficiency of instruction which is pushed to marry early because this last remainder its 

resulting not to only compromise its future. This marriage being an involuntary constraint will 

not have very positive impact on its psychology and contributes to the total failure of its 

wellbeing.   

In order to meet this need and to contribute to the revival of this girl, we have the hope that 

through an accelerated and complete training of the computer tool, office secretary, cut seam, 

female leadership and human rights;   

It is pressing to reinforce its capacities on a certain number of training which can open it at 

new horizons, with an aim of ensuring to him a socio-economic wellbeing in the future but 

also to inform him to the climate change and its contribution in the fight against this climatic 

problem. To contribute to the socio-economic revival of young girl, we have the hope that 

through an accelerated courses the stock of general knowledge acquired by it as well as the 

diplomas and certificates obtained after one year of training will allow him to boost 

employment opportunity or autonomies herself and find a considerable place within its 

community in goal to contribute to the development of its city and his resilience. 

 

II. OBJECTIVE 

 

Global Objective  

 

Contribute to improve the educative system of the young girl in goal to facilitate him to boost 

opportunity of employment and its autonomization.  

 

Specifics Objectives  

- To create a recess center for the rehabilitation of young girl 

- To train 98 young girls on the use of the data-computer and NTIC,  

- To train 98 girls in Leadership and female rights for their allowing to have capacities to 

reach the authorities of making of the decisions,  

- To train 98 young girls in seam/sewing 

- To facilitate the girl to be likely to reach a recruiting opportunity  

 

III. BENEFICIARIES   

 

The project will initially select 98 girls who express the desire for increasing on their level of 

knowledge in the objective of the research of employment. 98 Young girls who lives in 

Kadutu Slum having obtained a State Diploma at the end of their secondary studies but did 

not reach higher studies in case of poor economic situation of their parents.  

 

 

 

 

 

IV. DURATION OF  PROJECT 

 

the implementation of this project will take 12 months to be counted starting from the 

beginning of the activities within the center, but the preparation will be 6 months before 

The project will be implementing in the Slum of Kadutu in the City of Bukavu in the South 

Kivu province at the East of the DR Congo.  
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V. RESULTS/OUTCOMING 
 

- The recess center for the rehabilitation of young girl is create and is in action 

- 98 young girls have a Training Certificate of data-computer and NTIC,  

- 98 young girls have a Training Certificate in Leadership and human rights   

- 98 young girls have a Training Certificate of in sewing and receive one sewing 

machine 

- 98 young girls are facilitate to be to reach a recruiting opportunity 

Acquisition of significant concepts on the climate change by the 98 girls and the 

practical application of the concepts learned how through a sensitizing of proximity in 

order to inform their community to adopt significant measures to fight against the 

climate change.   

Indicators:   

- Presence of the Recess Center  

- Register of new student 

- Recruitment of the teachers and specialists/contract of recruitment  

- Horary/ schedule of courses 

- Handing-over of the diplomas/certificates of training  

- Handing-over of the sewing machines 

 

VI. PROJECT ACTIVITIES   

 

1.  To create a recess center for the rehabilitation of young girl 

The creation of the center consists in finding a beautiful place where the center will be 

localized in the slum of Kadutu, it will be a building of rent able to contain more 5 classes of 

training, the purchase of equipment and material of training and other will be placed in some 

classes 

2.  Identification 

To recruit the full-time and part-time personnel implied in the project (trainers, framer)  

Inscription of the beneficiaries of the training, it acts of the girls eager to continue the 

trainings in various disciplines 

3.  Trainings   

 Training on the use of the computer tool and secretariat of direction to reinforce the 

capacity of the girl to booster the opportunity of recruitment.  

 

 Training on the leadership, the rights human and concepts of the climate change:   

It consists in providing to the girl knowledge necessary on the disciplines to above reinforce 

its capacities with being able to play a significant role in its community in order to reach the 

authorities of catch of the decisions and to take part in the resilience of its own community  

 

 Training in the cut-seam  

It consists in learning to the girl significant concepts of cut-seam and at the end of this 

formation to offer a sewing machine to him with an aim of starting again it in a generating 

autonomous activity of the incomes to start to build its impact strength.  

It will be very important to introduce the preliminaries notions of English because the 

knowledge of this language is another factor of good appreciation in the research of 

employment.   

 Framing of the students  
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It will be too necessary to have a structure of framing of the students on the center who 

through a series of the physical relaxations and intellectual it will help them to be to 

constantly motivate and to be interested to the activities of the center  

 Monitoring and evaluation of the activities 

 Development of the reports with various phases of the project  

 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The implementation of this project will be carried out by a dynamic team which took part in 

her design in order to reach the awaited result.  The team will be composed by:  a Coordinator 

of the project, two assistants with the project in charge of monitoring and evaluation, a 

secretary cash clerk, a logistician.   

A team of the specialized trainers will be recruited on the basis of competence various to 

ensure the training of our new students.  

The session of the courses will be given according to an established schedule and which 

tallies with the availability of each student, which wants to say that courses will be exempted 

in double meeting with the current of the day, there will be for that a schedule morning and a 

schedule of the afternoon five days per week 

 

To make it possible to the students to carry out their dream and to help the project with better 

adapting the context of integration and framing of the girl, but more especially stimulating a 

social cohesion between learning and the visitors, a series of the plays of entertainment will 

be to inventory and availability of the coeds.  To this end of the programs of the competitions 

will be planned for a given period, and will be the subject of participative attraction of all the 

community of the population town of Bukavu, the local authorities of all the city could be 

invited in special moments, the objective being to attract the curiosity of the local community 

in particular and all the city in general so that they appropriate themselves the center and 

contributes to its resilience through the testimonies of experimentation.   

 

For that the organization will carry out the recruitment of the local personnel for framing 

formal of the girls by taking account of the plays and entertainments gravitational and 

educational    A room of educational projection will be also to prepare for audio visual 

exhibitions (films, documentary) within the educational and informative framework. 

 

A tripartite mission of evaluation (beneficiaries, Coordination of the project and the sponsor) 

will have to be organized, at the end of the year to study the forces, the weaknesses, 

opportunities and the threats which the project knew and possibly to propose the future 

prospects.  

 

Budget ventilation 

  

BUDGET RECESS CENTER FOR THE REHABILITATION OF RAPED GIRLS 

Budget - Project Proposal of 2018-2019 

Activity Quantity Unit Unit Cost 

(USD) 

Total 

Cost 

(USD) 

Activité  1 - Atelier de sensibilisation  
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Atelier de sensibilisation sur 

l'encadrement des jeunes filles 

abandonnées 

1 1 600 600 

Production de calicot et banderol 5 5 30 150 

Production Emission radio diffusé sur 

les chaines locales 

6 6 300 1800 

Atelier de restitution des acquis des 

bénéficiaires 

1 1 600 600 

Sub-total        3150 

Activity 2 - Trainings (mois) 

Formation en informatique et 

secrétariat  

6   0 0 

Formation en coupe et couture 6   0 0 

Foramtion en Anglais 2   0 0 

Formation sur la lutte contre le 

changement climatique 

1   0 0 

Formation en droits humains et 

participation citoyenne 

1   0 0 

Sub-total      0 0 

Activity 3 - Suivi et évaluation des formations 

Suivi des activités formatives 12 12 300 3600 

Evaluation mi-parcourt des formations 

et recommandation 

6 6 700 4200 

Production de rapport de suivi et 

évaluation 

1 1 400 400 

Sub-total        8200 

Activity 4 - Materials and equipment Informatique 

Ordinateurs portables 25 25 500 12500 

Desk Top 15 15 500 7500 

Imprimante 2 2 200 400 

Table/Pupitre 49 49 120 5880 

Chaise 10 10 12 120 

Agraffeuse GF&PF 4 4 30 120 

Rame papier 10 16 6 96 

Photocopieuse 2 2 500 1000 

Stabilisateur 3 3 80 180 

Ondulauer 15 15 100 1500 

Retro-projecteur 2 2 350 700 

Scanner  2 2 100 200 

Rogneuse 2 2 95 190 

Relieuse 2 2 120 240 
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Sub-total        30626 

Activité 4 - Materiel et Equipement Coupe couture 

Machine à coudre 150 150 105 15750 

Surjeteuse 6 6 150 900 

Tissus 50 50 15 750 

Mêtre ruban 100 100 3 300 

Pagnes 98 98 12 1176 

Paire de ciseaux 48 48 6 288 

Fils (Rouleau) 200 200 5 1000 

Machine à broderie 4 4 150 150 

Sub-total        20314 

Autres Materiel et équipement  

Stylo (Boite) 5 5 5 25 

Bloc note 200 200 2 400 

Craie (Carton) 3 3 50 150 

Registre 20 20 5 100 

Classeur 10 10 3 30 

Module de formation 105 105 12 1260 

Syllabus 105 105 8 840 

Sub-total        2805 

Frais Administatif et de fonctionnement 

Fourniture       200 

Communication (mois)       600 

Loyer       3500 

        0 

Sub-total        4300 

Prime du personnel   Mois     

Staff  4 12 250 12000 

Formateur 6 12 150 10800 

Consultant 2 2 2000 4000 

Huissier 1 12 90 1080 

Sub-total        27880 

Autres cout         

Frais banquaires       1984 

Imprevu       0 

Sub-total        1984 

Total Cost        99259 
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Table 1. Results Framework, Activities and Monitoring / Evaluation Indicators 

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES RESULTATS  INDICATORS DE 

SUIVI 

RESSOURCES 

General objective: To  

create the recess  center 

for women rehabilitation 

in goal to contribute to 

raise the consideration of 

the young girl and to 

increase its level of 

knowledge to allow him 

to boost some great 

opportunities and to 

reach the space of 

making decision in his 

community 

Preparation of material 

sensitizing community  

Diffusion of news  

Inscription of the new 

candidate  

Training in some 

disciplines :  

Computer teaching and 

NTIC 

English  

Sewing 

Climate change notions 

Human right and women 

participation 

Women Education  

In 6 month 98 Young 

girls who lives in Kadutu 

Slum have their training 

certificate 

Existence of the 

Recess center of the 

young girl 

rehabilitation 

(continuing 

education) 

Training Report  

Number of 

Beneficiaries  

Modules of training 

Training Certificate 

Teachers  

Material  

Computer 

Sewing machine   

Board  

Chalk  

Pen/pencil  

Books and copy-book 

Building 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective 1  

Computer teaching and 

NTIC 

Theory and practice 

accelerate teaching in 

computer & NTIC and 

English    

98 young girls have 

accelerate notion in 

computer and NTIC & in 

English 

Certificate of 

training  
Human 

Team project  

Trainers  

1
e
 beneficiaries  

Objective  2 

Training of Sewing  

 

Theory and practice 

teaching in sewing    

50  young girls have big 

notion on sewing  

Certificate of 

training  

Team project  

Trainers   

1
e
 beneficiaries  

Objective  3 

Climate change notions    

 

Teaching and information 

in climate change  

98 Young girls have 

notion in climate change  

Certificate of 

training  

Team project  

Trainers 

1
e
 beneficiaries 

Objective  4 

Training in human right 

and women participation  

Teaching and information 

in human right and women 

participation  

98 Young girls have 

notion in climate change  

Certificate of 

training  

Team project  

Trainers 

1
e
 beneficiaries 
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NEWS PAPER 

 

In the context of current socio-economic crisis Congolese woman became the principal 

provider of the subsistence of many families. Many households in general live only with 

women activities in particular. In spite of her role now undeniable in the survival of the 

majority of the population, the woman is confronted to many problems of access to education 

and in control of the resources and the production factors. The proportion of the women who 

can reach economic opportunities is estimated at 1% against 22% for the men. In order to 

meet this need and to give the young girl woman of tomorrow, the chance for a prospect for a 

better future and consideration within its coommunity, it is pressing to reinforce its capacities 

on a certain number of training which can open it at new horizons, with an aim of ensuring to 

him a socio-economic wellbeing in the future but also to inform him to the climate change & 

its contribution in the fight against this climatic problem. To contribute to the socio-economic 

revival of young girl, we have the hope that through an accelerated and complete training of 

the Informatics tool, secretary of direction female leadership and human rights the stock of 

general knowledge acquired by it as well as the diplomas and certificates obtained after one 

year of training, will allow him to open with employment opportunity and to find a 

considerable place within its community & to contribute to the development of its community 

 

To explain an impact of our project we are going to give this story of our beneficiary. 

 

It’s a bout one Yung girl who has a mother of one child she has only a secondary state 

diploma in commercial science and lives with her parents.  

 

After having finished its secondary studies, Martine wanted to continue the higher studies but 

here parents were not able to pay to him.  This having remained a traumatism, it often regrets 

and cries when had worry when seeing her colleagues which made the university and to 

succeed in their life.  It them desires but in vain.   

 

In an official press release on the Maendeleo radio Martine learns that there is a recess center 

for the rehabilitation of the young girl who will be open soon to Kadutu slum, she listens to 

the message and memorizes the address indicated and the day of opening of the center.   

 

At the end of two weeks, Martine moves to the address indicated in this official presse release 

and finds the center which opened its doors and reception of the new pupils, it speaks about 

her problems and asks whether it is possible for it to immediately integrate the center whereas 

it does not have money, she has registers and gives him to choose the schedule which tallies 

well with its use of time.  She is glad to be registered for free.   

 

One week later Martine is glad to begin her training and wishes to learn all.  It’s starts with 

the concepts of data processing and NTIC and secretariat of office which will take 6 months 

(theory and practical), then the concepts of sewing/fashion for 3 months, follow-up of the 

notions of the human rights and the female participation then the climate change notions in 3 

months.  Martine will be surprised to learn during concepts of the climatic change that its 

work of kitchen contributes to increase the greenhouse gas effect which pollutes the surface 

and would be at the base of the pulmonary infections from which suffers his child, she has 

decided on work to fight against this climatic change.    

6 months later, Martine receives the certificate of complete training in data processing, NTIC 

and secretariat of office the course of English appears among the courses in formation, it has 
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good concepts of English and decides to continue the other programs at the same time as it 

can seek work.   

2 months after Martine in walk see spirit people of liter the job offers posted at IRC, it 

approach there and start to read, it is interested by an offer to which it meets the conditions to 

postulate, it writes the details of the offer and went to depose his candidacy.   

One week later Martine is called by IRC to sign its first contract and to immediately begin 

work because having succeeded in the various tests.  She will be installed the following day to 

begin her work of secretary office.  

One month after Martine touches her 1
e 

salary and returns directly at home very joyful with 

its money.  It joins together its small family and presents her his 1
e 

salary.  She says to her 

parents that it is necessary that she reflects on a project to realize 

In her head, Martine immediately thinks of her decision of fighting against the climatic 

change, it thinks of renewable energies and will buy the equipment to install solar energy in 

their house.  It took time to explain to her parents what’s happen to his project and that 

surprises them, her parents who exclaim to show that their child received a very good 

training.  Its visible project will be to appreciate in its urban slum and the neighbors will be 

interested by this initiative.   

3 months during, it concretized its project it decides to fight against the emissions of  the 

greenhouse gas effect, which one uses for the kitchen the gas ring from now on in their house 

to give up the firewood.  This initiative will be copied in the entire district to see in the close 

districts and will influence the local decision of the government to adopt the use of renewable 

energies to fight against the climatic change and the full insecurity  

 

The local government touched by the initiative, will choose the solar power plant in all the 

commune for an effectiveness and stage with the frequent energy problem in the city of 

Bukavu 

 

 

 
 


